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Vision

Enable the safe and efficient movement of people and goods to their destination.
Vision

- **SMART** Options
- **SMART** Decisions
- **SMART** Technology
- **SMART** Automation
Related Initiatives

• Transportation System Communication Network
• SATrip – San Antonio Travelers Real-Time Information Portal
• Automated Vehicle RFI
• Adaptive Traffic Signal Timing Pilot
Challenges and Opportunities
Medical Center

Challenges

• Peak hour commuter congestion
• High pedestrian-vehicle interactions
• Non-traditional traffic patterns
• Parking
• Unfamiliar drivers
Medical Center

Opportunities

• Existing mode choice options
• Many nodes to facilitate data collection
Downtown

Challenges

• Special events
• Deliveries
• Construction
• High pedestrian-vehicle interactions
• Non-traditional traffic patterns
• Parking
• Unfamiliar drivers
Downtown

Opportunities

• Existing mode choice options
• Many nodes to facilitate data collection
• Coordination potential with event venues and hotels
Brooks

Challenges

• Less mode and route choices
• Lack of direct access from highway contributes to congestion
Brooks

Opportunities

• Some corridors with available capacity
• Coordination potential with employers
• New VIA Primo service
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